5 km circle trail

Ketunlenkki

Repovesi's most popular trail offers a lot to see and experience.

Passing through lush forests and over rocky terrain, the trail often takes hikers to the water's edge. The view from Katajavuori Hill is more than worth the climb. Along the way, hikers will cross the water by suspension bridge and the manually-operated Ketunlossi "Fox Ferry".

In addition to experiencing ever-changing nature, you can also see new forest growth after a restoration burn at Määkijänniemi and stop for a bite to eat at the campfire sites. The trail is also suitable for families with children. If desired, the most challenging part of the trail, the climb up Katajavuori Hill, can be bypassed by hiking directly from Lapinsalmi to the Kapiavesi campfire site. The length of the shorter trail is 3.4 kilometres. Two very old spruces with thick trunks can be found along the trail. These are very rare in Repovesi.

Hike with all of your senses and let nature soothe and invigorate you!

Tips for visitors

- When hiking in Repovesi, visitors are expected to follow the principle of Leave No Trace - whatever you pack in, you pack out.
- The Ketunlenkki Trail sees a lot of hikers, especially in the summer, so give everyone else a little space to enjoy the peace and quiet that nature has to offer.
- Dogs are allowed in the park, but they must be kept on leash at all times.
- You may pick berries and mushrooms. Do not remove any stones or plants from the park.

Repovesi National Park

Additional information and ideas for hike planning and up-to-date information:

www.nationalparks.fi/repovesipf
repovesikansallispuisto

Repovesi Virtual Guide:
www.visitrepovesi.fi/en
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Information board
Parking
Wall
Camp-fire place
Cooking shelter
Lean-to shelter
Rental lapp hut
Rental cabin

Camp (reservable)
Observation tower
Viewpoint
Natural feature of interest
Footbridge
Suspension bridge
Canoe launching place
Boat ramp
Kiosk
Dry toilet

All trails are marked with orange paint in the terrain.

Repovesi National Park
Aarnikotka Forest Nature Reserve

- Information board
- Parking
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- National Park hiking route
- Ketunlenkki Trail, 5.0 km
- Kaakkurinkierros Trail, 26.0 km
- Korpinkierros Trail, 4.3 km
- Other hiking route
- Cross-country cycling allowed

- Road
- Railway
- Road barrier

- Private tour company
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